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Abstract 

The early European writers and their apologists falsely created a 

picture of pre-colonial Africa that was devoid of institutions for the 

promotion of growth and development. It has been established that 

Ndi-Igbo of southeast Nigeria developed institutions and 

mechanisms that encouraged both the growth and development of 

their people and area. Specifically for capital formation among the 

people, there existed traditional institutions in which the people 

raised resources to attend to their community and individual needs. 

The paper concludes Land Pledging (Igba-(ala)ibe) was one of the 

agrarian pre-colonial institutions for capital formation that 

contributed immensely to the development of                         the Igbo 

people. The work emphasized the effectiveness and viability of this 

institution for capital formation among the people.  

 

Introduction 

Land Pledging, Igba-(ala)ibe was one of the pre-colonial agrarian 

institutions for capital formation among Ndi-Igbo. Before the emergence of 

colonialism, agriculture dominated the trade and other economic activities 

of the people, therefore, underscored the importance of land to the people. 

Other indigenous agrarian institutions for capital formation were, 
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traditional closing of palm trees and other fruit trees, Imachi Nkwu; 

keeping custody of domestic animals, Ilu-elulu; and burial of umbilical 

cord, Ili-ichi. The focus of this paper will be Igba-(ala)ibe; our area of study 

Southeast, Nigeria; and the period the work will cover is pre-colonial era to 

2009. The themes this work will discuss are: Land tenure system, Land 

pledging, The processes of land pledging, Redeeming pledged land, and 

Conlusion. 

 

Land Tenure System  

Land tenure is the relationship, whether legally or customarily 

defined, among people, as individuals or groups, with respect to land. Land 

tenure is governed by rules invented by societies to regulate behaviour. 

Rules of tenure define how property rights to land are to be allocated within 

societies. They define how access is granted to rights to use, control and 

transfer land, as well as associated responsibilities and restraints. In simple 

terms, land tenure systems determine who can use what resources for how 

long, and under what conditions1. 

Land is one of the most important factors of development. For an 

agrarian society like pre-colonial Igbo, the importance of land cannot be 

overemphasized. This point was well noted by Afigbo,2 who stated that the 

system of land tenure guaranteed that every freeborn (amadi) had a piece 

of land over which he enjoyed usufructuary rights, and secondly that there 

was no piece of land, (not even that over which stood the ‘bad bush’), 

without an ‘owner’. To Aligwekwe,3 the primordial importance that the 

ancient Igbo attached to land ought not surprise anyone who understands 

the society as made up of sedentary cultivators. In effect, there existed no 

portion of land that was not appropriated by an individual, a family or a 

lineage. Expanding the importance of land to the Igbo beyond agriculture, 

Barry Floyd noted that in most Eastern Nigerian communities, the land 

belonged to a group of kinsmen, a family or a clan, the membership of 

which included not only the persons alive at any particular time, but 

persons dead and persons not yet born. Land was, therefore, more than a 
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physical property; it expressed the social and spiritual identity of a group 

of kinsmen.4 When mythology, magic, religion and sentimental attachment 

to ancestors and descendants is mixed with land tenure, the issue becomes 

a highly complicated one. For generations, these mystical ideas about the 

land have dictated when, where, who and by whom it should be used for 

agricultural purposes.5  

The means of acquiring land among Ndi-Igbo, include among 

others, the right of first occupation. This happens, as Nwabara asserted, 

when for some reasons, economic or otherwise, a village might migrate to 

an entirely new site, occupying a large tract of land, which soon took on the 

name of the ancestral father such as Umuabali (The children of Abali). The 

area so occupied would be communally owned, and would be called Ala 

Umu Abali (Umu Abali Land). This village might comprise four kindred 

(Umunna) groups, each of which had received a designated area of the land 

upon occupation. Members of each group divided their own share of the 

land according to the number of nuclear families (Ezi or Usekwu). The Ezi 

or Usekwu in turn subdivided the land according to the number of mature 

adult members, making sure that each adult received a portion of land, 

which became inalienable.6 Such acquired land was known as Ala Ulo 

(Household land) and was situated within the village enclosure. The 

recipient held it in perpetuity, and it could not be sold to strangers, but was 

disposable to other members of the family or Umunna.    

Beyond the household land was the farmland (Ala Ubi), where 

adjoining villages had farmlands. There would, however, be a large portion 

of land set apart from the time when the village had been established, 

known as Ala Oha (Communal Land). Each founding group shared in this 

public land, and if there was any member of the group without sufficient 

land to farm, he might rent a portion of the public land through the head of 

the group who controlled the land. All the usufructs of the land belonged 

to the group.7 Apart from the Ala Oha, a plot of land known as Ajo ohia 

(evil forest) which was quite distant from the village and into which were 
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thrown the corpses of those who died unnatural deaths or who died from 

incurable diseases, was also set aside.8  

Also, land was acquired through gift. Many farmlands and 

household lands were acquired by gift. There were many reasons that could 

make a man make land gift to his son, wife, daughter, friend, slave, and 

others. Such gift might be gotten through showing appreciation and 

gratitude for a service well rendered. A man could give certain portions of 

his land to his sons while he was alive. Title to such plots of land was 

permanently transferred, and upon the man’s death, such plots were never 

part of the property to be shared among the children. Also, a husband might 

give a plot of land to his favourite wife. The land so acquired was always 

the property of the woman, and upon her death passed on to her sons, and 

the sons in turn treasured it as an inalienable property.9  

Furthermore, a man could donate a plot to his daughter as a 

marriage gift. Really, this amounted to a gift to his son-in-law. Such a plot 

remained in the occupation of the new family practically for all time.10 

According to an informant; a large tract of land that his community owns 

today came through gift. They benefited from the relationship that existed 

between their daughter (Ngwamma) and her concubine, the donor. The 

land is referred today as ‘Ikpu Ngwamma’.11 

Another form of acquiring land was through seasonal transfer. Land 

was made available for the use of another person for a single farming 

season. When land was sought for agricultural purposes, it was understood 

that no tree of a permanent character (cash crop), such as palm, breadfruit 

and similar long – enduring trees could be planted there. Farming in this 

context meant the planting of yams and other annual crops, and nothing 

more.12 Another important condition in the contract was that the lessee 

should not harvest the cash crops within the land. He paid a nominal sum 

as rent, and the transaction must not involve other members of his family.13  

Also, land could be acquired through ‘showing land’ (Izi Ohia). This 

type of transfer did not involve rent or monetary transaction as such.14 It 

involved a man applying for a plot on which to erect a building. In such a 
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case, it was more or less permanent tenancy, and the “titled” men of the 

families of the contracting parties must attend as witnesses when the 

agreement was made.15 Nwabara illustrated this process as occurring when 

a man wishing to quit the family building plot for an entirely new site, went 

to a landlord who had a plot to spare and solicited to be ‘shown’ a piece of 

land. If the landlord was so disposed, he asked for customary rites, which 

would include five kola nuts and a keg of palm wine. Preliminary rites were 

performed and the proposed tenant went again with some close relations 

and a goat for delineating the boundary. The goat was killed and the blood 

sprinkled upon the site with the landlord saying to his ancestors, this 

kinsman…  

…is going to build his house here, let him live in peace and prosper, the land 

is not sold or pledged to him, but shown, and when he leaves the site, the 

land will revert to me: watch him, my ancestors and his ancestors.16  

The title, in such a situation was not transferred to the tenant. He and his 

descendants could live on the land as long as they wished, but once he or 

his descendants quit the land, it reverted to the landlord or his descendants.  

After the rites and rituals had been performed, the tenant could not 

be evicted merely at the whim or prejudice of the landlord. He could only 

lose title to the land, if he voluntarily vacated the land, or committed some 

abominable acts, that is, offences against the land or society, or he, in some 

way, violated native law and custom, or when he failed or refused to make 

sacrifices to propitiate the gods over any abominable act. In any of these 

cases, he was deprived of his right of tenure and forthwith evicted.17 But 

should the landlord force him to quit the site for any reason, the landlord 

was duty-bound to compensate him for the structures he had erected on the 

site.18  

In addition, land was acquired through kola tenancy (kola 

tenantship). Under this system, in its original form, it did not contemplate 

the allocation of land to any person other than a member of the clan or 

village, usually, it was a relative, or certainly someone well known. The 

advent of foreigners was never contemplated, and again, each village was 
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self-contained. In such circumstances, land was allocated to friends only, 

men and women over whom the owners and village elders had competent 

control.19 Aligwekwe,20 described how the system operated. According to 

the author, the proprietor lent his land to a holder by simply accepting oji 

(kola acuminata) from the intended holder who thereafter could use the 

land throughout his lifetime and could transfer the same right to his heir. If 

he had no heir, the land reverted to the original proprietor. The land, 

therefore, was never considered as being sold, but was entrusted to 

someone – the holder. Through this means a man could give a plot of land 

to his friend or even slave.21  

 Another form, through which land was acquired, was temporary 

transfer, or pledging (Igba ala Ibe).  

 

Land Pledging, (Igba-(ala) ibe) 

The value placed on land by the Igbo and the land tenure system 

cannot be over emphasized. As mentioned earlier under the section on 

Land Tenure System, it is worthy to note that before the colonial period, 

Ndi-Igbo did not sell their lands, rather they pledged or leased their lands 

for capital22. Land pledging (Igba ala ibe, Ito nto) was common among the 

people. People used this means to source funds to take care of their needs, 

such as, in the payment of fines, bride prices, among others. It was a system 

in which an individual, family or community mortgaged or pledged their 

lands as collateral to borrow money or loans from a wealthy individual or 

group. Floyd related this system to mortgaging, that is, the granting of a 

piece of land to someone in return for a sum of money which, when 

returned, obliged the pledgee to leave the land23. Aligwekwe observed that, 

on a pledged land, the tenant or pledgee, as long as he was still in 

possession of the land, could lease it to a third person.24 Nwabara added 

time limit to the system and has asserted that the lease was for an unlimited 

period, but recoverable by the rentor or his successor within three 

generations. 25  
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The Processes of Land Pledging 

The processes or forms which land pledging took were determined 

by the agreement reached by the parties involved. The pledger and the 

pledgee agreed on the period within which the borrowed fund will be 

returned, as well as how to use the pledged land. They would agree if the 

economic trees on the pledged land would be used or not, if the creditor 

would use only the land and the pledger harvested the economic trees or if 

the pledgee would use both the land and economic trees within.26 Land 

pledging in pre-colonial times took, and still takes, two broad forms in Igbo 

society, namely, the seasonal and temporary transfer. 

Regarding seasonal transfer, land was made available for the use of 

a tenant, relative or friend, for a single farming season, being either rented 

or donated as a traditional gift,27 after which it reverts back to the owner. 

Nwabara28 noted that it was known as ‘Akwukwo ohia’ or ‘Ruru fuo’. He 

went further to explain that an important condition of the contract was that 

the lessee should not plant any perennial crops on the land, should not 

harvest cash crops such as palm fruits from the land, and should pay an 

agreed nominal sum as rent. Fund raised through seasonal transfers was 

small compared to the capital raised through temporary transfers.  

Temporary land transfer was done through pledging one’s land for 

usually no definite period of time, but was redeemed when one paid back 

the sum of money, which he borrowed, from the pledgee. This view was 

captured thus:  

The temporary transfer, or pledging, Igba ibe, was an 

age-long custom among the Ibo. The lease was for an 

unlimited period, but recoverable by the rentor or his 

successor….29 

 

The major difference between this form and seasonal transfer was 

that there was no definite period or time of transfer for the temporary form 

of transfer, while the later had a definite time or period. Besides, though the 
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families of the parties may participate in both transactions, it was a must or 

a prerequisite on the temporary form of transfer.  

The temporary transfer of land was popular among the people 

because of the flexibility of the system. The resources accruing from the 

pledge were not just tied down by the pledger. Based on the agreement 

reached by the parties involved and influenced by the amount of money 

borrowed, the creditor could either use the land pledged for cultivation 

only or the harvesting of the economic trees therein only, or both. Another 

means of recovering his money, if he was in dire need, was to lease out the 

same land to another person, with equal conditions that he got it from the 

pledger. Aligwekwe aptly captured this point, 

On his own part the tenant, as long as he was still in 

possession of the land, could confide it to a third 

person; but he could not do so for a sum greater than 

that he had paid in to the original proprietor.30 

 

The stability of the system was also guaranteed by the fact that the 

transaction could outlive the immediate participants, and was honoured by 

latter generations. The pledger and the pledgee usually informed their 

children of the transaction of such pledged land. This was in addition to 

such knowledge among the elders of both families. Thus, Nwabara wrote 

that “… the title to pledged land could be transferred or inherited”.31 He 

went on to give time limits in which subsequent generations of the pledger 

could lose the land, “… but after three generations, the pledger’s 

descendants lost the title permanently to the pledgee’s descendants”.32 The 

position of Nwabara, as captured by the immediate last quote, could not be 

confirmed by the majority of informants. The majority position was that one 

could repossess his land after refunding the amount he borrowed, and, 

probably, other conditions agreed to. 

Nevertheless, one can lose a pledged land to the creditor willingly. 

This occurred when a pledger used the same piece of land as collateral to 

borrow money from the same pledgee more than once, and there was no 
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sign that he was going to raise money to redeem the land. At the second or 

subsequent times either of the parties may suggest that the land be 

permanently sold to the creditor. This was locally referred to as ‘Irepia ala 

isi’ 33 or ‘Izubi ala isi’.34 If both agreed, they invited elders of their respective 

families as witnesses to the agreement, as well as participate in the ritual of 

killing a goat, Igbude ala ewu, at the piece of land, which signified that the 

land had been sold and ownership changed.  Henceforth, the pledger, 

children or any member of the family could not lay any claim on that piece 

of land. It had been lost permanently to the new buyer, creditor.35 

It is important we note that the pledging of land to raise capital was 

not only done on individual and family basis, the community also used the 

institution to form capital. When a community needed fund to execute her 

projects, they sought a capable individual or organization that could raise 

such fund, using their land as collateral. One of my informants said that he 

was involved in such community-based land pledging. He said that a 

community in Ohaji Egbema, Imo State, was in need to create a road into 

their community, but they lacked fund. They approached him and offered 

to pledge a part of their land in exchange for the fund required for the 

project. On agreed terms he provided the community with the money 

needed, while they pledged their land to him for 99 years. He said he has 

another pledged land in the same area for ninety 99 years, with option of 

renewal after the expiration date. He is making use of the lands till date.36 

 

Redeeming Pledged Land 

Redeeming pledged lands was based on certain conditions. It is 

pertinent to note that the form in which redeeming the land was based must 

be subject to terms agreed at the inception of the pledge. On the seasonal 

transfer, the land simply reversed to the owner (pledger) at the end of the 

farming season. On the temporary form of transfer, the land reverts back to 

the pledger after refunding the pledgee the amount borrowed, as well as 

observing in full other agreed terms, if any. Land that was used for 

cultivation was not redeemed in the course of farming season. 
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The pledger exploited other means to redeem his land when he could 

not achieve that personally. This was usually done when the pledger felt 

insulted or was actually insulted by the pledgee. Under such circumstance, 

the pledger could call on any member of his family/extended family, friend 

or clan to provide money for redeeming such land. Anyone who 

volunteered and provided the fund used in redeeming the land 

automatically owned such land. The pledger would never contest the title 

of the land with the person that redeemed it.37 The pledger was happy that 

the land was in the possession of a family member, friend or clansman. 

As severally mentioned, the agreement reached between the two 

parties involved in the pledging contract must be upheld. This was to 

guarantee that the system operated to the benefit of both participants. One 

of my informants sufficed to buttress the point raised in this paragraph. Nze 

Chris Iheanacho, bought a piece of land that was hitherto pledged to the 

former Traditional Ruler of the community, Eze L.A.D Agbugba. Before he 

bought the land from the pledger, he intimated him that the land was 

pledged to Eze Agbugba with the agreement that upon returning the sum 

borrowed to the pledger, the pledgee would make use of the land for the 

next ten (10) years as a means of compensation. Thus, the land did not just 

revert to the owner when he returned the creditor’s money. 

Aware of this agreement, Nze Iheanacho bought the land, and 

because he needed to make use of the land immediately, he provided the 

pledgee with an equivalent land elsewhere for him to use. Thus, the pledgee 

and the pledger were happy as all got a fair share and their agreement was 

upheld. The pledger paid back the loan to the pledgee with the sum raised 

from the selling of the pledged land to Nze Iheanacho.38  

The land pledging system was devoid of deceit in the traditional 

Igbo society. It was carried out with love and compassion for the parties 

especially the pledger. As explained by Ohamara, the major reason why the 

pledgee got involved was for service. He did that to help out a friend who 

was in dire need, his interest was just to help, and not to use the opportunity 

to dispossess the pledger’s land. Also, he noted that, in pre-colonial era, 
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differences between the pledger and the pledgee was settled by the 

community leaders or in difficult cases, through oath taking in the village 

shrine. The efficacy of such oaths in either killing or making the guilty to 

have strange ailment, restricted the people from being covetous.39 

            However some people tried to cheat others in the bid either to take 

over the pledged land or to extort more money from the debtor. Odumuko 

stated an example that his father’s friend and a kinsman pledged a land to 

train his son, Chukwuma Awazie. He said that Awazie’s father informed 

his child the terms of the pledge and the land that was used. Also, the debtor 

told his son that he should endeavor to redeem the pledged land 

immediately he could afford to pay the debt. After his University education, 

Chukwuma got a good job. Before he could raise money to refund for the 

pledged land, his father died. When he approached the creditor to pay and 

retrieve the land, the man added money to the original sum that his late 

father borrowed. Knowing the exact money the father borrowed, 

Chukwuma refused to pay and reported the case to the village council. The 

community resolved the case. The community leaders pointed out that the 

creditor was using the land and harvesting the economic fruits on the land, 

like Bitter kola, Kola and palm fruits, for ten years that the pledge lasted. 

They made it clear to the creditor that the harvests, which he made from the 

land, should have covered any amount he intended to get as interest. It was 

resolved that the debtor should pay the exact amount which his father 

borrowed, and retrieve the pledged land from the custody of the creditor.40    

 

Conclusion 

This paper discussed Land Pledging, Igba-(ala)ibe as one of the viable pre-

colonial agrarian institutions for capital formation among Ndi-Igbo. Our 

scope of study is Southeast, Nigeria; and the period the work covered is 

pre-colonial era to 1999. The paper discussed Land tenure system, with 

emphasis on how communities and individuals acquired land for farming 

and building of houses. The concept Land pledging, and the processes of 

land pledging was discussed in details. Also, the paper examined 
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conditions to be met to redeem a pledged land. The findings of the work 

show, that within the scope the paper, igba (ala)ibe was a veritable means 

of capital formation.  

It is worthy to note that till date, 2018, many people in our area of study 

raise capital via land pledging. In the hometown of the present writer 

Umuneke, Anara, Isiala Mbano L.G.A., Imo State, there are many pledged 

lands through which the pledgers formed capital to attend to their needs 

that include among others treatment of health challenge, starting business, 

building a house, burial and marriage. It is important we state here that this 

method of capital formation predominates the rural areas. 
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